Solution Brief

Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) Workshop
With the speed of change in current market conditions and the
need for agility, having a solution that enables secure, remote
working, whilst proving cost effective, has become paramount to
business continuity.
Business want to feel assured during these uncertain times that
they have the tools to empower their staff to work from anywhere,
at any time.

Our partner

Benefits of this service
Clients will gain a deep understanding of the
features of WVD and how these will benefit
their organisation:

Microsoft’s Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) offering is a desktop and app
virtualisation service that runs on Azure. WVD is an effective way to provide

• Awareness of possible use cases.

and manage multiple, robust desktop configurations at a predictable cost.

• Product cost model and pricing scenario.

The flexibility and agility empower remote, contract and temporary employees —

• Deep dive on technical features.

or even users with multiple PCs — with access and applications they need,
no matter where they are located.

Related Services

How Insight can help

• WVD Assessment service

The Insight Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) Workshop provides an initial one-day

• WVD Proof of concept service

engagement with clients. The workshop provides awareness of use cases, pricing,

• WVD Foundation Set-Up

adoption model, best practices and Insight’s Reference Architecture for WVD.

• WVD Migration

Clients also receive an overview of what the next steps are to implement a WVD

• Hybrid Cloud Assessment

solution and how Insight can help.

• Azure Foundation Set-Up

What we’ll do during the workshop
Focus on learning
about the evolution
of the Remote
Desktop Services

Discover how Windows
Virtual Desktop works
and how to get the
most from it

Learn about Microsoft’s
approach on the Remote
Desktop Experience also
through a live demo

Plan next steps on
how we can work
together

Why Windows Virtual Desktop

Protection against loss
and leaks of sensitive
corporate data

Enable users to access
corporate apps and
data from any device/
any location

Deliver great user
experience
Centrally administer
and manage desktops

Balance user
requirements with
corporate compliance

£

Save resources with
the flexible storage
options right to your
enviroment

Reduce time to deploy
applications and
updates

After the WVD Discovery Workshop, you’ll…







Have a better understanding



Have a better overview on

Accelerate your WVD

Have defined next steps

of what Windows Virtual

how to integrate the solution

Adoption journey.

based on your needs

Desktop is.

with your current portfolio.

and objectives.

Why WVD from Insight
Underpinned by Insight’s extensive expertise, companies can benefit from a cost effective, secure solution, which allows for remote desktop
access from any device anywhere.

Why Insight?
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to
develop new solutions and processes. We will help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions that help your organisation run smarter. We
will work with you to maximise your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimise your business and create
meaningful experiences.

For more information please contact your Insight Account Manager.
08444 723 800 | uk.insight.com
MKT4411

